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“I really, truly believe that education, in and 
of itself, and getting a bachelor’s degree, 
changes someone’s whole life and opens so 
many doors. So it is really, really rewarding 
to help online students, well all students, get 
their bachelor’s degree.” Kline continues, 
“I’m not going to find the cure for cancer, 
okay? But I may help the person who does 
find the cure for cancer and put them on 
the right track, starting with their bachelor’s 
degree.”

One of Kline’s most stressed points is how 
online students should not feel as cut off 
from campus and how “It doesn’t matter 
if you get the degree online or on campus, 
what matters is you ‘showed up’ and you 
worked hard and you got the degree.”

“When all is said and done, and you have the 
degree in your hand, it won’t say ‘Bachelor 
of Arts Degree, but I got it online,’ it’ll be the 
same piece of paper that any student worked 
hard to earn.”

UWS prides itself on its 95% postgraduate 
student success rate. 

When asked if Kline knows or believes if 
there is a different percentage for online 
students, she adamantly answered “No, that 
is for all students. And here’s why: like I said, 
we try our hardest not to seperate online 
students from the rest of the student body. 
With that said, what I’ve found is that there 
is a distinction between traditional students 

and the online, non-traditional students. 
Most of these students are working full-time 
jobs while they are getting their degree. After 
graduating, it is much more likely for them 
to find higher paying jobs because they have 
already worked those entry level jobs and 
have much more work experience than most 
traditional students.”

Kline made sure to mention the impor-
tance of how hard the staff works to ensure 
the success of their students. Whether it be 
instructors developing their courses to only 
differ by method of delivery, not by the work 
done or expected outcome, or the advisors 
working hard to provide the best guidance 
for their advisees. 

Carinna Nikunen has been an academic 
advisor at UWS since the beginning of 
August last year, but has worked with online 
students for about five years. Currently, she 
is working with about 25 online students, 
which she admits comes with its own chal-
lenges. Nikunen says working with online 
students isn’t much different than working 
with the traditional or on-campus students, 
however it can be challenging to find time to 
work one-on-one with them.

“A lot of these non-traditional, online stu-
dents are working forty hours a week and 
working the same hours or schedules that I 
do. Finding the time to ‘get together’ on the 
phone and talk about their classes or discuss 
their schedules can be difficult. It may re-
quire me coming in early or staying here late, 
but I always want to ensure that my online 

advisees are getting the same treatment, at-
tention, and advising from me that all of the 
other students do.”

Nikunen also mentioned the double-edged 
sword that is technology: “Technology can 
get in the way and pose its own challenges. 
If I’m on the phone with a student trying to 
create their schedule and their WiFi goes 
down, we are...at a standstill, whereas if a 
student is meeting with me in person, it 
would be very rare for the problem to arise 
here on campus.”

Howver, advising online students comes with 
its perks. Nikunen loves the feeling when she 
helps a student get a solid schedule and that 
they’re happy with. 

Nikunen says, “Once they have everything 
squared away and don’t have to worry about 
it, they have what they wanted and needed 
(in most cases), I feel I have succeeded and 
helped them get where they need to be.”

With the help of the university providing 
current and potential students with a list of 
courses available online to satisfy the majors, 
minors, and graduate programs, those in 
the Distance Learning Center, like Christina 
Kline and Carinna Nikunen, are able to help 
distance learning students succeed in an on-
line program. These two, along with the rest 
of the UWS faculty, take great pride in their 
successful distance learning program and 
helping students get their bachelor’s degree. 
To open more doors for students can change 
lives.
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On March 6, at the 9th annual St. Louis 
River Summit hosted at UW-Superior, the 
Duluth Natural Resources Coordinator 
Diane Desotelle revealed the bold new ap-
proach the city would be taking to expand 
its efforts at wilderness conservation.  

Using the Duluth Natural Areas Program, 
it takes advantage of city legislation from 
2002. Enacting it allows Duluth, in the 
words of Coordinator Desotelle, “to nomi-
nate certain lands for environmental pro-
tection as permanently natural places.”  

In practice, it means that the city is taking 
steps to place the land around the Magney-
Snively Natural Area under protection.  
Much of the land is in the St. Louis River 
watershed.  It is considered environmen-
tally notable for its exceptionally diverse 
plant and wildlife populations, including 
17 different plant communities, 4 trout 
streams, and 165 different species of birds, 
including the threatened trumpeter swan, 
rusty blackbird, and common tern.  

The majority of the land is in good ecologi-
cal condition, according to the Minnesota 
Ecological Integrity rating system, with 
63% of the land rating B or higher, signi-
fying high ecological integrity, with the 
potential to return to a pristine wilderness 
state. 

In total, 1,800 acres of land would be added 
to the umbrella of the Duluth Natural 
Areas Program, including Hartley Park and 
the St. Louis River Trail, safeguarding the 
land against pollution and development.  
Of those acres, two-thirds of the parcels 
are owned directly by Duluth or St. Louis 
County, with the remaining third being pri-
vate property.  

Currently, Duluth is scheduled to acquire 
the land and add it to the Duluth Natural 
Areas Program by the end of 2019.

“I & You” is one of the recent theater prod-
cutions at the University of Wisconsin-Supe-
rior.

The play is Anissa Peppersack’s capstone 
theater project, directed by Kathy Laasko. 
The performance starred Claire Jackson as 
Caroline, and Jovann McKnight as Anthony. 
Peppersack handled set design, Mckenzy 
Cich stage managed, and Jordan Smith did 
costume design.

“I & You” follows Caroline, a high school 
student rendered homebound by her des-
perate need for a liver transplant. The scene 
unfolds with Anthony, Caroline’s classmate 
and polar-opposite in manner, bursting into 
her room.

Anthony has chosen Caroline to assist him 
in his effort to produce a classroom presenta-
tion of Walt Whitman and his poetry. Whit-
man’s work is constantly recalled throughout 
the performance, particularly during scenes 
concerning life and death.

Trapped in her insular world, Caroline expe-

riences a roller coaster of angst and melan-
choly. Her bedroom, which set the scene, is 
like that of any teenager: packed with clothes 
stretching from her middle school days to 
high school. She constantly clings to a stuffed 
turtle, afraid to let it go as dramatic tension 
rises.

In the background, the constant warn-
ing beep of a fire alarm serves as an omen. 
Initially a banal issue, the alarm aggressively 
disrupts the show’s reality. Its chirp slowly 
peels back imagination, revealing the show’s 
grand finale that entirely reframes Anthony 
and Caroline’s relationship. As the alarm be-
comes overwhelming, Anthony and Caroline 
share a kiss, only for curtains to be pulled 
and the play put to a halt. It is revealed that 
Caroline has been halucinating Anthony, 
who is actually her dead classmate whose 
death gifted her the kidney she gravely re-
quires. 

The exalting performance by Jackson and 
McKnight deliver the show’s final moments 
like a punch to the gut.
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